Metal complexes containing allenylidene and higher cumulenylidene ligands: a theoretical perspective.
Transition metal complexes containing unsaturated carbenes have enjoyed a recent surge in research interest. In addition to showing potential as molecular wires and as components of opto-electronic materials, they provide multifaceted reactive sites for organic synthesis. In this Account, we describe results of recent theoretical studies that delineate the main features of electronic structure and bonding in allenylidenes and higher cumulenylidene complexes, [L(m)M]═C(═C)(n)═CR(1)R(2) (where L represents the ligand, M the metal, and n ≥ 1). Although free cumulenylidene ligands, :C(═C)(n)═CR(1)R(2), are extremely unstable and reactive species, they can be stabilized by coordination to a transition metal. The σ-donation of the electron lone pair on the terminal carbon atom to an empty metal d-orbital, together with the simultaneous π back-donation from filled metal d(π)-orbitals to empty cumulene π* system orbitals, leads to the formation of a strong M═C bond with multiple character. Density functional theory studies on the model systems [(CO)(5)Cr(═C)(n)CH(2)] and [trans-Cl(PH(3))(4)Ru(═C)(n)CH(2)](+) (where n = 1-9) have been useful in interpreting the structural and spectroscopic properties and the reactivity of this class of complexes. Geometry optimizations significantly contributed to the generalization of the sparse structural data available for allenylidene, butatrienylidene, and pentatetraenylidene complexes to higher cumulenylidene complexes (with up to eight carbon atoms in the chain), which show a clear structural trend. In particular, the geometries of all even-chain cumulenes are consistent with an almost purely cumulenic structure, whereas the geometries of odd-chain cumulenes present a significant polyyne-like carbon-carbon bond length alternation. The calculated bond dissociation energies (BDEs) of the cumulenylidene ligand remain almost constant on lengthening the cumulene chain. These BDEs indicate that there is no thermodynamic upper limit to the cumulene chain length and suggest that the synthetic difficulties in preparing higher cumulenylidenes are due to an increase in reactivity. The calculated charges on the carbon atoms show no significant polarization along the cumulene chain, indicating that charge distribution is not important in determining the regioselectivity of either electrophilic or nucleophilic attack, which is instead determined by frontier orbital factors. The breakdown of the contributions from the metal and the carbon atoms along the chain to the HOMO and LUMO shows that the HOMO has contributions mainly from the metal and the carbon atoms in even positions along the chain (C(2), C(4), C(6), and higher). In contrast, the LUMO has contributions mainly from the carbon atoms in odd positions along the chain (C(1), C(3), C(5), and higher), thus explaining the experimentally observed regioselectivity of electrophilic and nucleophilic attacks, which are directed, respectively, to even and odd positions of the cumulenylidene chain. The study of the electronic structure of cumulenylidenes has allowed us not only to give a consistent rationale for the main structural and spectroscopic properties and for the reactivity of this emerging class of compounds but also to predict the effect of ancillary ligands on the metal center or substituents on the carbon end. The result is a useful guide to new developments in the still-underexplored fields of this fascinating class of compounds.